Ilyushin IL-76
About the airplane:
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Country of origin:

Russia

Powerplants:

4 x 117.7kN (26,455 lb) Aviadvigatel Soloviev D30KP turbofans. The IL-76MF is powered by 4 x
156.9kN (35,275 lb) Aviadvigatel PS90ANs.

Performance:

IL-76T - Max speed 850km/h (460 kts), cruising speed 750 to 800 km/h (405 to 430 kts). Max
range with reserves 6700 km (3615 nm), range with 40 ton (88,185 lb) payload 5000 km (2700
nm). IL-76TD - Speeds same. Range with max payload 3650 km (1970 nm), with 20 ton (44,090
lb) payload 7300 km (3940 nm). IL-76MF - Cruising speed range 750 to 780 km/h (405 to 420
kts). Range with 40 ton (88,185 lb) payload 5200 km (2805 nm).

Weights:

lL-76T - Max takeoff weight: 170,000 kg (374,785 lb). IL-76TD - Max takeoff weight: 190,000 kg
(418,875 lb).
IL-76MF - Operating empty weight: 101,000 kg (222,665 lb), max payload: 52,000kg (114,640 lb),
max takeoff weight: 200,000 kg (440,925 lb).

Dimensions:

Wing span: 50.50 m (165ft 8 in), length: 46.59 m (152 ft 10 in), height: 14.76m (48 ft 5 in). Wing
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area: 300.0 m (3229.2 ft ). Il-76MF - Same except for length which is approx. 53 m (174 ft).

Capacity:

Flight crew of five members including two pilots, flight engineer, navigator and radio operator,
plus two freight handlers. IL-76MP firefighting conversion can carry 44 ton (97,000lb) of fire
retardant in two tanks.

Production:

Over 900 IL-76s of all models built, most for the Russian military, but over 300 are in service with
Aeroflot and other civilian operators.

Type:

Medium to long range freighter

History:

The Ilyushin IL-76 (which has the NATO reporting name of `Candid') was developed as a
replacement for the turboprop powered Antonov An-12, mainly for military use.
Development under the design leadership of G. V. Novozhilov in the late 1960s resulted in the
type's first flight on March 25 1971. Series production started in 1975 and the first examples
entered Aeroflot service that year. In the now classic military freighter configuration, the Il-76
features a high mounted wing passing above the fuselage, four engines, T-tail, rear loading ramp
and freight doors.
The IL-76 was also designed with short field performance in mind, operating from austere strips.
To this end the IL-76 features wide span triple slotted trailing edge flaps, upper surface spoilers
and near full span leading edge slats for short field performance, while the aircraft rides on a total
of 20 low pressure tires, the front nose unit featuring four wheels, the main wheel bogies having
two rows of four tires each. Freight handling is largely mechanized, requiring only two freight
handlers which can be carried as part of the standard crew complement of seven.
Civil versions developed from the basic IL-76 include the IL-76T with additional fuel; the IL-76TD
with increased takeoff and payload weights and D30KP2s which retain their power output to
higher altitudes; and the IL-76MP firefighter.
The stretched PS90 powered Il-76MF, which first flew on August 1 1995, was built in Tashkent.
Stage 3 compliant, it was primarily intended for the Russian air force. Ilyushin also plans to build
a CFM56 powered version of this aircraft.

Variants:

IL-76, K, LL, M, MD, MDK, MDP, MF, T, TD, TF, SK, VPK.
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About the click spots:

Use Spacebar to return to the main panel from overhead, copilot or nav front panels.
Click the “center” of the speed indicator to open/close the auto-throttle gauge (US).
The taxi/landing lights: left switch to deploy lights; the right switch is a 3 positions switch. UP = landing, MID = off and
DOWN = taxi.
To open the sub-panels:
Shift+1= Autopilot
Shift+2= Engineer panel
Shift+3= Navigator panel
Shift+4= KLN
Shift+5= Engines panel
Shift+6= Fuel panel
Shift+7= JoyService panel **

** VERY IMPORTANT. As you already now, the IL76 (as well as the An22) is based on PTIL62. This means they are
sharing the same IL62_CFG directory, therefore any changes you make on the joystick settings will be reflected on the
IL62 behavior. So, before you do any change, please write down your settings for the IL62. I’m sorry for this inconvenient
but I’m not a developer; therefore I’m forced to deal with my limitations the best way I can.

Getting the airplane ready…
NOTE: I would like to make clear that the following procedure DOES NOT represent in any way the real procedure. This
procedure is based on my own experience with this panel as well as with others. This procedure supposes that the user
has knowledge and understanding of the various systems and components of Project Tupolev IL62M. Otherwise, I
strongly recommend downloading and reading CAREFULLY PTIL62M English manual, available here:
http://library.avsim.net/download.php?DLID=85567
- First, load the aircraft (payload and fuel) as required.
Open the engineer panel (Shift+2)…

1. Set the electrical power selector switch to battery (up position). The switch is a 3 positions switch: UP = battery;
MID = off; DOWN = external power.
2. Turn APU master switch on (up position)
3. Open the APU fuel valve and APU heat.
4. Set the APU start switch to up position.
5. Push startup button. When the APU RPM and EGT indicators have reached operating range, you should see four
(4) green lights and one yellow (1) on the APU monitor (a).
6. Couple the APU generator to the electrical system (switch to up position). You should have DC voltage indication
(b), a green light should turn on under the switch and the “only battery” light should turn off (above the voltage
indicator).
7. Couple the APU alternator to the electrical system (switch to up position). You should have AC voltage indication
(c), a green light should turn on under the switch and the 2 “36V failure” indicator should turn off.
8. Turn avionics, SSOS, AUASP and RV5 on.
Now we have electrical power in the airplane, it’s time to prepare the rest of the systems.

Go to the captain panel…

1. Press on this button until the ADI (Attitude Director Indicator) is completely aligned (stop moving).
2. Click on the screw to activate the SADI (Standby ADI).
3. Set your flight plan in the KLN (Shift+4) or the I-21 (navigator panel).

Open the engine panel (Shift+5)…

- Click on the center (orange dot) of each fuel flow indicator.

Now open the FO panel…

1. Repeat the same procedure.
2. Press and hold the ADI agreement button for few seconds. CGV control light (a) MUST turn off. Both the red light
and the flag on the ADI should go off as an indication that the agreement have been done correctly.
3. Turn the DME2 on.

Go to the navigator panel (Shift+3)…

1. Turn ADF on.
2. Set the freq as required.
3. Set RSBN channel (if applicable).

NOTE: DO NOT forget to set the navigation mode selector knob to the corresponding navigation device to be used:

For I-21 set knob to INS 1 or INS 2 accordingly.

For KLN set knob to GPS.

Open the overhead panel…

1. Set COMs freq.
2. Set VORs freq.
3. Turn on DME1 as required.
4. Turn on and set XPDR/TCAS as required.

Open the navigator front panel…

- Turn on the RSBN, turn on the Groza, align the KPPM and set RSBN coordinates and freq. (if applicable).
NOTE: The RSBN is ONLY for reference purposes when flying on Russian/CIS skies. Personally, I find it very useful
especially when making approach to airports with azimuth/distance references (see example in the map), as it gives me
precise guidance to perform whatever maneuver is needed.
Unlike the PTIL62, PT Tu154B-2 or Samdim An24RV, in this panel the RSBN DOES NOT have any effect on the
automated navigation system. It’s ONLY for reference purpose!! - Use the click spot for RSBN fine tuning.

Preparing the aircraft for engine startup…
Open the fuel panel (Shift+6)…

- Turn on the fuel pumps (switches in up position) according to the tanks to be used. (See “Loading fuel tanks” at the
end of this document).

Open the engineer panel (Shift+2)…

-

Before engine startup, open the overhead panel or navigator panel and turn on the beacon lights and nav lights
(as required).

9. Open bleed air valve. You should have four (4) green lights on the APU monitor and the bleed air pressure gauge
(d) should read 3.5 kg/cm

3.

10. Turn on starter switches (4).
11. Push starter button for engine #1. Suggested sequence: 1-4-2-3.
12. Couple the generators to the system (4).
With the 4 engines are running, you may proceed to turn off the APU…
1. Close bleed air (switch 9).
2. Turn off both DC and AC (switches 6 and 7).
3. Turn off APU master switch (2).
4. Turn off APU fuel valve, heat and starter switches (3 and 4).
Prepare the airplane for taxi…

1. Align gyros. (See PTIL62M English manual page 39 for detailed explanation)
2. Turn on the taxi lights.
3. Release brakes. The indicator light (c) should turn off.
4. Set throttle for taxi speed.
5. Taxi to the assigned runway.
6. Set flaps as required. The indicator light (a) should turn off.
7. Prior to take off, turn on the pitot heat on the overhead panel (1.5 minutes above +5°C OAT - 3 minutes if bellow).
8. The stabilizer should be set to 5/5.5+ for take off. At 5 degrees
the indicator light (b) should turn off.

9. Line up on the runway. Set parking brakes.
10. Gradually set the throttle to takeoff power (110% IP).
11. Release brakes.

12. Let the airplane run until reaching 275 – 280 km/h.
13. Pull back gently.
14. And… have a happy flight!!!

Loading the aircraft:

Payload: Considering the IL76 is a heavy lifter aircraft, I do most of my flights with a payload between 40 and 50 ton
depending on the total flight distance. Distribute payload and fuel in such a way NOT to exceed Max Takeoff Weight =
190,000 kg.
Fuel:
To calculate the amount of fuel needed for a flight, I use a formula I learned from Samdim An-24RV’s manual. It may not
be real for the IL76 but it works fine. So, I’m going to copy (almost textually) that formula and apply it to the IL76:

Fuel consumption cruising at an altitude of 10,100 m (33,000 ft) = ± 7,000 kg/h (15,400 lbs/h).

Fuel for taxi to line up, climb to FL330, descend from FL330, approach and taxi to full stop = ± 15,000 kg (33,000 lbs).

To climb to FL330 and descend from FL330 takes approximately 400 km.
Example: Calculate the necessary fuel for a distance of 1,980 km (USSS-UNKL) at an altitude of 10,100 m and cruising
speed of 750 km/h GS.
1. Estimated cruising distance:

1,980 km - 400 km = 1,580 km.

2. Estimated cruising duration at FL330:

1,580/750 = 2.10 h.

3. Fuel needed for cruising flight: 7,000 kg/h x 2.10 h = 14,700 kg.
4. Total fuel needed for flight: 15,000 kg + 14,700 kg = 29,700 kg.
5. Plus 20% for reserve fuel (depending on the alternate airport distance) = 5,940 kg.
Total: 29,700 kg + 5,940 kg = 35,640 kg.

Loading the fuel tanks:
This is the way the tanks are distributed in relation to the gauges on the engineer and engine panels.

For this flight, I would distribute the fuel as follow:
Tanks 1, 2, 3 and 4 = 45% each.
Tanks 5 L-R = 60% each.
Tank 6 = 30%.
Tank 7 = 0%.
This distribution will give me a total of 35,689 kg which is a little bit more than the fuel needed for the flight.
This is only a suggestion. After you get familiar with the IL76, you can make your own procedures for startup and loading
of the aircraft.
That’s all folks!!!
If you come across with any questions, suggestions, issues, etc., contact me delrosario@stonline.sk … you’re always
welcome.

God bless you and happy landings!!!

Enrique

